
Chapter 1

Shape Identification in Temporal Data Sets

Machon Gregory and Ben Shneiderman

Abstract Shapes are a concise way to describe temporal variable behaviors. Some

commonly used shapes are spikes, sinks, rises, and drops. A spike describes a set of

variable values that rapidly increase, then immediately rapidly decrease. The vari-

able may be the value of a stock or a person’s blood sugar levels. Shapes are abstract.

Details such as the height of spike or its rate increase, are lost in the abstraction.

These hidden details make it difficult to define shapes and compare one to another.

For example, what attributes of a spike determine its “spikiness”? The ability to de-

fine and compare shapes is important because it allows shapes to be identified and

ranked, according to an attribute of interest. Work has been done in the area of shape

identification through pattern matching and other data mining techniques, but ideas

combining the identification and comparison of shapes have received less attention.

This paper fills the gap by presenting a set of shapes and the attributes by which they

can identified, compared, and ranked. Neither the set of shapes, nor their attributes

presented in this paper are exhaustive, but it provides an example of how a shape’s

attributes can be used for identification and comparison. The intention of this paper

is not to replace any particular mathematical method of identifying a particular be-

havior, but to provide a toolset for knowledge discovery and an intuitive method of

data mining for novices. Spikes, sinks, rises, drops, lines, plateaus, valleys, and gaps

are the shapes presented in this paper. Several attributes for each shape are defined.

These attributes will be the basis for constructing definitions that allow the shapes

to be identified and ranked. The second contribution is an information visualization

tool, TimeSearcher: Shape Search Edition (SSE), which allows users to explore data

sets using the identification and ranking ideas in this paper.
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1.1 What are shapes?

Shapes are a succinct way of describing the behavior of a temporal variable. For

instance, a spike describes a sharp increase followed by a shape decrease. A shape

describes a behavior abstractly. Therefore, the rate a spike increases or the height of

the peak, as well as other details about the variable’s behavior are lost. The absence

of these details makes it difficult to compare one shape to another. For example,

given a spike, how can it be described or compared to another spike? A lot of work

has been done identifying a particular shape in a specific data set, but little work has

been done to examine individual shapes and generalize their use.

Shapes such as spikes, drops and increasing lines are used by professionals in

many different fields to describe the behavior of temporal variables. Stock mar-

ket analysts use shapes to describe changes in stock prices. Published research re-

sults offer concrete evidence of the usefulness of shape identification. For example,

spikes were used by Balog et al. to understand the mood of bloggers in relation to

world events[2], by Dettki and Erisson to analyze the seasonal migration patterns of

moose[4], and Shamma et al. to model mircoblog conversations[15]. These shapes

are obvious in a visual representation to the informed observer, but they are often

hard to describe precisely and compare to other shapes of the same type. The ability

to identify and rank shapes of interest in a visualization of temporal data sets can be

helpful to novice analyst and in knowledge discovery.

This paper examines eight simple shapes: lines, spikes, sinks, rises, drops,

plateaus, valleys, and gaps. A spike is defined as a significant increase in value

followed by a significant decrease in value in a set of sequential points. A sink is a

significant decrease in value followed by a significant increase in value in a set of

sequential points. A line is a set of sequential points with the same general behav-

ior. A rise is a sustained increase in value in a set of sequential points. A drop is a

sustained decrease in value in a set of sequential points. A plateau is a temporary

increase in value in a set of sequential points. A valley is a temporary decrease in

value in a set of sequential points. A gap is a specific type of valley where the values

temporarily decrease to zero.

Each shape will be assessed by a set of measurable attributes. For example, a

line shape’s primary attributes are its endpoints and slope. An attribute, such as

the “spikiness” of a spike, may be manifested as one or more measurements of the

shape’s attributes. Each measurement or set of measurements represents a differ-

ent behavior. The attributes are used to define a shape’s behavior and compare and

rank the shapes. A shape definition consists of one or more constrained attributes.

For instance, a line with the slope constrained to be positive defines an increasing

line. A shape can have many definitions that identify different behaviors of inter-

est. A ranking metric is one or more attributes by which a shape is compared to

other shapes of the same definition and ranked. A ranking metric results from one

or more calculations performed over values associated with a particular variable.

The shapes that will be discussed are not an exhaustive set of shapes, nor are the

attributes. This paper presents the idea of identifying behaviors of interest through

shape identification, then ranking the shapes according a set of attributes.
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The shapes and attributes that will be discussed are simple, as are the measure-

ments of the attributes. This work is not a replacement for pattern mining tech-

niques, used to identify a unique behavior in a data set. But the work presents a way

of thinking about an identified behavior of interest and how it is defined and can be

compared to other behaviors.

A subset of the shapes with multiple definitions for each are incorporated into

TimeSearcher: Shape Search Edition (SSE), an information visualization tool. SSE

is built upon TimeSearcher 1[11], and allows for the exploration of temporal data

sets by identifying shapes of interest and ranking them according to a ranking met-

ric. SSE visualizes shapes and provides a numerical ranking metric, which allows

the shapes to be compared. SSE can identify shapes like increasing, decreasing, and

volatile lines, as well as spike, sinks, rises, and drops. SSE has several definitions

for each of the shapes to identify different types of behaviors.

1.2 Background

A lot of research has been done to understand how to define shapes. Some of the re-

search, such as Agrawal et al.’s shape definition language (SDL)[1] and Hochheiser,

et al.’s timeboxes[10], focuses on allowing users to define a shape of interest and

then identify them in a data set. Research in the area of pattern discovery has fo-

cused less on the definition of the pattern and more on the value of the identified

pattern. Many of the papers on pattern discovery start to answer the question “How

significant or interesting is the identified pattern?” Much of the work in this area

takes an automated approach, examining sets of values in a data set and determin-

ing their value based on some function. The idea that patterns can be evaluated to

estimate their value to the user is one of the ideas presented in this paper.

1.2.1 Shape Definition

Providing an expressive language for identifying and comparing shapes is one goal

of this paper. Agrawal et al. and Hochheiser et al. present two distinct methods of

defining shapes. Both are expressive, but for different reasons. Agrawal et al.’s SDL

provides a language consisting of an alphabet and a set of operators to define a

shape; Hochheiser et al.’s research has focused on visual widgets as the method of

defining shapes.

SDL provides a simple alphabet to describe point to point transitions in time

series data. For example, the user defined symbol “Up” may indicate a significant

increase in a stock price from one time point to the next. Using the symbols and the

operators users can define an alphabet to describe any shape. The symbols define the

amount of variation from point to point and the operator describe the relationship

between the symbols.
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TimeSearcher 1, an information visualization tool for exploring time series data,

provides different techniques for defining shapes. The TimeSearcher 1 uses time-

boxes and several other types of queries to allow users to visually define shapes.

Timeboxes facilitate shape definition by allowing users to visually specify a range

of values for the x and y coordinates of the data points within a shape. In addition

to the timeboxes, TimeSearcher 1, includes an angular query widget. The angu-

lar query widget allows users to define a range of slope values. The timeboxes are

a fairly course-grained approach to defining shapes, the angular queries provide a

much more granular approach.

QuerySketch[16] allows the user to define shapes of interest using freehand

sketches. Similarly, QueryLines provides a structured method of creating shapes

using a series of line segments. QueryLines[13] combines the point-to-point ex-

pressiveness of SDL and the dynamic visual query language of TimeSearcher 1.

QueryLines is an information visualization tool that incorporates visual shape def-

inition and user defined rankings to identify shapes of interest in temporal and or-

dered data sets. QueryLines, like TimeSearcher, can be bound by the x or y values,

or both. QueryLines also allows the user to specify a set of contigous line segments

that define a shape; identified shapes are ranked according to their similarity to the

user defined shape.

SDL, TimeSearcher 1, and QueryLines enable users to define shapes of interest

and locate their occurrences within a data set. SDL is an expressive solution that can

be tailored to the needs of its users, but it could be hard to use effectively by common

users. On the other hand, TimeSearcher 1, is less expressive, but provide the users

with the ability to define shapes in terms they understand (what they can see visu-

ally see). Keogh et al. extended timeboxes create variable time timeboxes (VTT)

to increase their expressiveness[11]. VTT allows users to define a shape and then

locate it over a range of values. Other research offers expressive ways of defining

shapes over categorical data, such as temporal logic[12] and regular expressions[7],

but the techniques do not easily transfer to temporal data sets. QueryLines has the

expressiveness of SDL in visual query tool, but it is unable to express higher level

behaviors, like anomalous spikes.

1.2.2 Shape Evaluation

In SDL and TimeSearcher 1, the significance of a shape is based strictly on whether

the shape conforms to the definition or not. Although, the values used by the angular

query widget could be used to define the significance of the identified shape, it is

not an inherent capability in the tool. Because all shapes have the same significance

they can not be compared to one another. However, research in the area of pat-

tern discovery[9, 8] focuses on evaluating the significance of identified shapes. The

ability to evaluate the significance of a shape implies that the identified shapes are

comparable by some measurable attribute. For example, Dubinko et al.’s research

in visualizing the evolution of social network tags, defines “interestingness” as the
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likelihood of a tag occurring during a particular period of time[5]. The definition of

“interestingness provides a measurable attribute, frequency of tags occurrence dur-

ing a particular period of time, by which tags can be compared. Similarly, clustering

techniques are used to identify patterns of interest. In this technique, similar patterns

are grouped together into a cluster[6, 3]. Patterns identified using this technique can

be compared based on the size of the cluster, the larger the cluster the more inter-

esting the the pattern. Yang et al.’s STAMP algorithm uses statistics to measure the

importance of identified patterns[17]. Each of these techniques provides a metric

by which an identified pattern can be compared to another pattern. Unfortunately,

these techniques are primarily associated with pattern discovery techniques and of-

fer users little control over what patterns are identified.

Garofalakis et al. recognized the “lack of user controlled focus in the pattern

mining process” and introduce a set of algorithms deemed SPIRIT, Sequential Pat-

tern Mining with Regular Expression Constraints[7]. This research combines the

ability to identify significance by using some measurable attributes, frequency, and

an expressive definition language, regular expressions. The regular expressions pro-

vide users with the ability to constrain the results returned by the pattern mining

algorithm to just the patterns of interest to the users. This paper goals are to pro-

vide capabilities similar to the SPIRIT algorithms, shape identification and ranking

techniques using a user defined shape definition. Going beyond the SPIRIT algo-

rithms this paper presents techniques that allow users to define what is“interesting”

in terms that are familar to them.

In addition to assisting users in defining shapes this paper presents attributes by

which shapes can be ranked. There are many novel techniques for identifying similar

patterns, but few offer users the ability to direct the ranking of the results. The idea

of ranking data according to user-specific feature is not new, Seo and Shneiderman’s

created the rank-by-feature framework to assist users in selecting a feature that may

interest them[14].

1.3 Shape Definitions

There are an infinite number of shapes; many of them are too complex to describe

succinctly or create mathematical definitions to identify them. But there are a set of

simple shapes that are commonly used to describe a particular behavior. In the fol-

lowing sections several shapes will be described, as well as their attributes. These

attributes will be used to provide examples of shape definitions and ranking met-

rics. Additionally, examples explaining how the shapes, their definitions and ranking

metric may be used to answer different types of queries will be given. Line, spike,

sink, rise, drop, plateau, valley and gap shapes will be discussed.
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1.3.1 Line Shapes

Fig. 1.1 Graphs A through D show examples of line shapes. A shows a 2-point increasing line

and B a multi-point constantly decreasing line. C is an example of a multi-point decreasing line

that could be identified by a linear regression calculated using the values that compose it. The last

graph, D, is an example of a volatile line, where volatility is a measure of the standard deviation of

the values in the line.

The simplest shape, a line, is defined as one or more line segments created by

a set of contiguous time points. In a 2D Cartesian plane, a geometric line can be

defined using the equation, y = mx + b, where m is the slope, b is the y-intercept,

and x is an independent variable. A line segment is a portion of a line defined by

its endpoints. Line shapes are interesting because they can be used to describe any

other shape, but they are most useful in describing consistent behaviors, such as

generally increasing, decreasing, stable, or volatile periods. For instance, a stock

that consistently rises over a period of time can be described by an increasing line

shape. Depending on how its attributes are constrained, a line shape can be used to

generalize the behavior of a set of time points or identify a specific behavior, that is

characterized by limited range of value changes between time points. For example, a

linear regression identifies a relationship between a set of variables, that generalizes

their behavior, but calculating the slope of each individual line segment can identify

a specific behavior.

The attributes associated with line shapes are the length, slope, and volatility.

The length attribute is the number of time points in the shape. The slope attribute

is a measure of the rate at which the line shape is changing. The slope definition

varies depending on whether the goal is to identify a particular behavior in the time

series or to generalize the behavior of a set of time points. To identify a specific

behavior, slope can be defined as the change in value between two time points.

This definition is identical to the definition of slope for a geometric line. Using

this definition of slope any constraint applied to the slope must be consistent across

every line segment in the line shape. For example, if one line segment is increasing,

all line segments in the line shape must be increasing. On the other hand, if the

goal is to generalize the behavior of a set of time points, the slope definition should

consider all of the points together. For example, the slope of a line shape may be

defined as:
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• amount of change between two time points that may or may not be contiguous

• the sum of the change of between all contiguous time points in the line shape

• the geometric slope of a linear regression computed over the time points in the

shape.

These are examples of ways of calculating slopes. Figure 1.1C shows a line that

could be identified using a linear regression, the set of values in the line have a de-

creasing trend. Each of these definitions describes a different behavior that may be

of interest. Using different definitions for slope will result in different slope calcu-

lations for line shapes, therefore identifying different behaviors.

The term volatility can refer to the relative rate at which a stock increases and

decreases. The same definition will be used to describe the volatility attribute of a

line shape. The standard deviation of the values within a line shape can be used as

a measure of a line’s volatility. Figure 1.1D is an example of a volatile line. Other

calculations may be more appropriate for measuring the volatility of line shape de-

pending on the behavior of interest.

The slope, length, and volatility are attributes by which line shapes can be de-

fined and ranked. Constraining the slope of a line shape to be a positive or negative

value creates two definitions of line shapes, increasing and decreasing, respectively.

According to the slope definition, an increasing line shape will characterize different

behaviors. Constraining each individual line segment in a line shape to be negative

creates a monotonically decreasing line, like the line shape in Figure 1.1B. In ad-

dition to constraining the slope of the line, the number of time points can also be

constrained. Figure 1.1A is an example of a 2-point line shape; Figures 1.1B, 1.1C

and 1.1D are examples of multiple point line shapes.

1.3.2 Spike and Sink Shapes

Spikes and sinks describe a temporal behavior in which a variable has a significant

change over a period of time in one direction and then a significant change in the op-

posite direction. The point at which this change in direction occurs is the peak point.

A spike, specifically, is a significant increase followed by a significant decrease. A

sink is just the opposite, a decrease followed by an increase. Spikes and sinks are

used by stock market analyst to describe the behavior of stock prices. Similarly, a

doctor may say when blood pressure spikes there is a rapid rise then fall in pressure.

Although the general behavior of spikes and sinks are understood more information

is need to identify and compare particular instances of the shapes.

The attributes associated with spike and sink shapes are the significance of the

increase or decrease and their duration. The significance can be manifested in one

or more attributes. The significance of the change can be measured by the absolute,

relative, or angular height of the peak point. The absolute height is the absolute

value of the peak point. The angular height is defined by the angle created at the

peak point. The relative height is defined as the height of the peak point relative to

all the other points in the time series. This definition will identify spikes and sinks
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Fig. 1.2 These graphs are examples of spike and sink shapes. The red dots are the peak points.

Graph A, B, and C are graphs that may be ranked high based on its relative or angular height.

The relative height is a measure of the difference between the peak point and average value of the

remainder of the points. The angular height is the measure of the angle created by the two edges

that meet at the peak point. An edge may consist of one or more points. Graph D is a spike that

could be identified using a linear regression calculated over the points in the edges to the right and

left of the peak point.

whose behavior is significantly different then the rest of the the points in the time

series. For example, the equation, |(max−mean)|/σ could be used to define the

relative height of a spike or sink.

The relative height attribute of a spike or sink shape is affected by the behavior

of all the time points in the time series. The absolute and angular height definitions

have the ability to identify spikes and sinks in a volatile time series. Volatile time

series are characterized by large changes in opposite directions between a set of

consecutive time points. The duration attribute is given by the sum of time points

contained in both edges plus the peak point. Constraining these attributes can iden-

tify a specific spike or sink shape within a time series.

The absolute, angular, and relative height attributes, as well as the duration and

edge slope attributes can be constrained to define different spike and sink shape be-

haviors and they can be used as a ranking metric to compare and rank the shapes.

The duration attribute can be constrained to identify sink and spike shapes that occur

over a specific period of time. For instance, a three point and multiple point defini-

tion could be defined. The three point shape contains exactly three time points, a

peak point and a single point on each side. Three points is the smallest number of

points that a spike or sink shape can contain. The multiple point shape contains more

than three time points.

The peak height can be constrained to create a definition that will identify shapes

which are greater or less than a particular height. The slope of the leading or trail-

ing period of change can also be used to define behaviors of interest for spike and

sink shapes. By using these attributes to create shape definitions and rank shapes,

particular behaviors of interest can be identified in temporal data sets.
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1.3.3 Rise and Drop Shapes

Fig. 1.3 The graphs above are examples of rise and drop shape. Graph A is a rise. B and C are

drops. Graph C shows the three periods of drop and rise shapes: the leading stable period, the

change period, and the trailing stable period.

Rise and drop shapes are used to describe a sustained change in the average value.

These shapes can be divided into three distinct periods: a period of change that is

preceded and followed by a periods of stability, Figure 1.3C. The stable periods are

drawn in blue and the period of change in red. A rise shape has a change period that

increases in value, while a drop shape decreases in value, as seen in Figures 1.3A

and 1.3B, respectively. Each period must consist of one or more time points; there is

a single transition point between each period; and the time points in the shape must

be contiguous. Drop and rise shapes contain a minimum of five points. The periods

of stability separate these shapes from spikes, sinks and lines.

Stable time points have very low volatility, which could be measured by the stan-

dard deviation of the points or some other definition. In drops and rises, if a set of

time points is not stable, it is changing. A rise and drop shape describes a person’s

heart rate at the start and conclusion of a aerobic workout, respectively. At the start

of a workout a healthy person’s heart rate will transition from a resting rate of ap-

proximately 65 beats per minute (bpm) to 140 bpm. During the period prior to and

after the transition the active and resting heart rate will be stable until the conclusion

of the workout. This is the type of behavior a rise or drop shape could identify.

The length of the periods, the change significance, and the average value of the

stable periods are some of the attributes associated with rise and drop shapes. The

length of a period is defined by the number of time points contained within that

period. The change significance, like the previous shapes, can be defined by the

slope of that period, and the slope can be defined in several different ways based on

the behavior of interest. The average value of the stable period is the mean of the

points in the period.

Period length is the most intuitive attribute to constrain when creating shape def-

initions for rise and drop shapes. A definition that limits the length of the change

period to just two points is useful in identifying rapid change.
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1.3.4 Plateaus, Valleys and Gaps

Fig. 1.4 Graphs A, B and C show a plateau, valley and gap shape, respectively. Graph D shows

the periods associated with plateau, valley and gap shapes.

Plateaus, valleys, and gaps are used to describe temporary changes in variable.

They differ from spikes and sinks because the temporary value is sustained for a

measurable period of time. These shapes consist of leading, intermediate, and trail-

ing stable periods, as well as departing and returning change periods, as shown in

Figure 1.4D. A plateau has an intermediate stable period, whose average value is

greater than the leading and trailing stable periods (Figure 1.4A), while a valley

has an intermediate period, whose average value is less than the average value of

other two stable periods (Figure 1.4B). A gap is a specific type of valley where the

intermediate period’s values are zero (Figure 1.4C). Using the workout example, a

plateau describes a person’s heart rate during his or her entire workout. Prior to the

beginning and after the end of the workout, the heart rate is stable at a resting rate of

65 bpm. At the start of the workout, the heart rate leaves the resting rate and rises to

approximately 140 bpm. This heart rate is maintained throughout the workout. At

the conclusion of the workout, the heart rate returns to the resting heart rate and re-

mains there. Plateaus, valleys, and gaps are very similar to drops and rises, with one

important difference. Drops and rises do not define the behavior that occurs after

the trailing stable period. Therefore, several ranking metrics, such as the length of

the intermediate stable period (the trailing stable period in the drop and rise shape),

have a different meaning in plateaus, valleys and gaps than in drop and rise shapes.

The ranking metrics are similar to the ranking metrics for drops and rises, but

they are calculated over the additional portions of the plateaus, valleys, and gaps.

Although the calculations are same, the meanings are different. For example, using

the workout example, the difference between the mean of leading and trailing stable

periods in plateau shapes may signify a strengthening of the heart. On the other

hand, the difference between the leading and trailing periods in a rise shape signifies

a more strenuous workout.

Definitions that constrain the length of the stable periods are useful when exam-

ining plateau, valley and gap shapes. By limiting the length of a particular period,
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shapes with a specific duration can be identified. Definitions that measure the dif-

ference between the leading and trailing stable periods can also be useful.

1.4 TimeSearcher: Shape Search Edition

Fig. 1.5 This is a screenshot of TimeSearcher Shape Searcher Edition (SSE). The upper panel

shows the seven buttons labeled with the shapes that TimeSearcher SSE can identify and rank.

Each shape has several definitions that can be selected from the drop down box to the right of

the shape buttons. Some of the shape definitions require user defined input, such as the number of

time points in the shape. The left side contains the shapes window, which displays the currently

identified shapes for the loaded data set. The window in the upper right contains the details and

definitions tab. The details tab displays the time points and values of a particular time series. The

definition tab displays an explanation of the selected shape definition. The window in the left center

is the rankings window. Once a shape and definition have been chosen from the upper panel the

ranking metric value and label for each shape will be shown in this window. The lower right corner

contains the dynamic query bars. These bars allow the shapes to be filtered based on the ranking

metric and the endpoints associated with a shape.

TimeSearcher: Shape Search Edition (SSE) is an information visualization tool

that allows users to identify shapes and rank them according to one or more at-

tributes. TimeSearcher SSE is an extension of TimeSearcher 1. TimeSearcher SSE

can identify several definitions for each of the following shapes, lines, spikes, sinks,

rises and drops and they can each ranked according different attributes. The defini-
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tions and ranking attributes are primarly static, but some of the definitions require

user input.

1.4.1 Interface

TimeSearcher SSE consists of four primary windows. The shapes window on the left

side contains time series graphs displaying each of the identified shapes. The tabbed

window on the upper right side shows a details view, the time points and associated

data values, of a time series in the details tab and the current shape definition in the

definitions tab. The rankings window is on the right side in the center. This window

displays the ranking metric for an individual shape and the label for the time series in

which it is located. The shapes, details and rankings windows are tightly connected.

Scrolling in the shapes window causes the rankings window to scroll, so that the

first item in the rankings window is the same as the first graph in the shapes window.

Selecting an item in the ranking window will cause the details for that time series

to be shown in the details window and graph containing the shape to be the first one

shown in the shapes window. Similarly, mousing over a graph in the shapes window

will cause the details of the graph to be shown. The window on the lower right hand

side contains range sliders which filter the identified shapes based on its endpoints

and the value of the ranking metric.

The graphs in the shapes window are a visual representation of the time series.

These graphs make it easy to identify the shapes created by plotting the values in a

time series. The graph’s y-axis is labeled with the range of values that the variable

takes on throughout the entire data set. The x-axis is labeled with the time points.

The axes are drawn in black, while the time series is plotted in gray. Each time point

is represented by a small gray dot and each consecutive dot is connected by a gray

line. Each shape is shown in its own graph; if a time series has more than one unique

occurrence of a shape, then the graph of the time series will appear more than once.

Each shape is labeled in the graph with red lines instead of gray; points of interest

in the shape are marked by large red dots. A significant point may be the peak point

in a spike or sink shape or the change period in a rise or drop shape.

1.4.2 Spike and Sink Shape Identification

TimeSearcher SSE has three definitions for both spike and sink shapes. The defini-

tions define a three, five, and seven point spikes and sinks and each of these shape

definitions can be ranked according to its relative and angular height. Each of the

shape definitions and ranking metrics are described below:

• 3-Point Spike/ Sink – a spike or sink shape containing exactly three time points

with a single time point on both sides of the peak point.
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• 5-Point Spike/ Sink – a spike or sink shape containing exactly five time points

with two time points on both sides of the peak point.

• 7-Point Spike/ Sink – a spike or sink shape containing exactly seven time points

with three time points on both sides of the peak point.

Fig. 1.6 The diagrams above show how the angular and relative height attributes are calculated.

The first image shows the components of the angular height equation, cos(α +β ) = (dy1∗dy2−

1)/
√

(1+dy12)∗ (1+dy22). The angular height a measure of the angle created where the two

edge of spikes and sinks meet. The second image shows the components of the relative height

equation, |max−mean|/σ . The relative height is the height of a spike or sink relative to the rest of

the shape.

• Angular Height – the measure of the angle created at the point where the edges

meet. Figure 1.6A shows the component’s angular height calculation. Using the

trigonometric function, cos(α +β ) = cos(α)∗ cos(β )− sin(α)∗ sin(β ), the an-

gle created by the edges of the spike is equal to cos(α + β ) = (dy1 ∗ dy2 −
1)/

√

(1+dy12)∗ (1+dy22) where dy1 = |y1− y2| and dy2 = |y2− y3|. A lin-

ear regression calculated over the points to the right and left of the peak point,

defines the increasing and decreasing edges for the 5 and 7-point spikes.

• Relative Height – the height of the peak point from the mean of the time series

measured in standard deviations. The relative height is given by the equation

|max−mean|/σ . Figure 1.6B shows the values of the relative height calculation.

All of the definitions and ranking metrics are static, and require no input from users.

Each shape is computed when the data is loaded. Values such as the mean and stan-

dard deviation are only calculated once and stored within the internal representation

of a time series, an Entity object. The function that identifies the spikes and sinks

takes a parameter that defines how many points will be in a spike or sink. These

shapes are identified simultaneously. The class attempts to identify shapes as effi-

ciently as possible, by only passing through the data once. Figures 1.7 – 1.9 show

examples of spikes and sinks identified by TimeSearcher SSE.
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Fig. 1.7 Example of a three point sink ranked according to its angular height. This sink identifies

a missing value in this stock market data.

Fig. 1.8 Example of a 31 point spike identified in X-ray diffraction data ranked according to its

angular height.

Fig. 1.9 Example of a five point spike in a stock price that is highly ranked according to its angular

height.

1.4.3 Line Shape Identification

TimeSearcher SSE contains four definitions for both increasing and decreasing line

shapes and a single definition for volatile lines. The first three shape definitions

for increasing and decreasing lines are two point, multiple point, and monotonic

slope line shapes. The fourth definition is a monotonic slope line shape with a con-

straint placed on the minimum length. The two point and multiple point definitions

are ranked according to their slope, while the monotonic slope definition is ranked

according to its length and slope. Volatile lines are defined and ranked according

to their standard deviation. The definitions for each shape and ranking metrics are

listed below:

• 2-Point Line – a line shape that contains only two time points. An increasing

line has a positive slope, while a decreasing line’s slope is negative.

• Multiple Point Line – a line shape that contains multiple time points. An in-

creasing line has a positive geometric slope, while a decreasing line’s slope is

negative. There are several ways to measure the slope which are discussed be-

low.

• Monotonic Slope Line – a line shape where each line segment’s geometric slope

has the same sign, positive or negative.

• Slope – the geometric slope is given by the equation, (y2− y1)/(x2− x1). The

slope of a two point line shape or a line segment can be calculated using the

geometric slope equation. A multiple point line’s slope is a measure of the geo-

metric slope of the linear regression calculated over the points in the line shape.

The slope of a monotonic slope line is calculated in the same fashion.

• Length – the number of time points contained in the line shape.
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This class contains functions to identify multiple point lines and lines with mono-

tonic slopes. Both functions are passed parameters by the user to identify multiple

point lines of a particular length and monotonic slope line greater than a particular

length. This allows the user to specify a minimum length for the monotonic slope

lines, eliminating the two point lines, which are always monotonic. Figures 1.10 –

1.12 shows examples of two increasing and one volatile line identified by Time-

Searcher SSE.

Fig. 1.10 Example of a fifteen point increasing line ranked according to slope. This line shows the

web the term “web” increasing over a fifteen year period.

Fig. 1.11 Example of a monotonically increasing line in stock market data ranked highly due to

its slope.

Fig. 1.12 Example of a volatile line shape ranked highly according to its standard deviation.

1.4.4 Rise and Drop Shape Identification

TimeSearcher SSE contains three definitions for both rise and drop shapes. These

definitions are ranked according to their slope and the length of their stable periods.

The definitions defined by TimeSearcher SSE are general definitions described in

Section 1.3.3 and the same definition except the length attribute of the stable periods

is constrained to be a minimum length. Listed below are the definitions:

• Rise or Drop – a sustained change in values. These shapes consist of three dis-

tinct time periods: a stable period, followed by a period of change, concluding

with another stable period.
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• Drop or Rise with Multiple Point Stable Period – a rise or drop shape that

contains multiple points in each of its stable periods.

• Slope – the geometric slope of the period of change. The slope of the period of

change and a line shape are calculated the same way.

• Length of the Stable Periods – the lowest number of time points between the two

stable periods.

A point is stable if it lies within one standard deviation of the mean of the other

points within the stable period. If a point is not stable then it is changing. Figures

1.13 – 1.14 are examples of rise and drop shapes.

Fig. 1.13 Example of a rise shape in stock market data. The shape is highly ranked according to

the length of its stable periods.

Fig. 1.14 Example of a drop shape in stock market data. This drop was identified using the “stable

period greater than x” definition which is ranked according to the slope of the change period.

1.5 Conclusion

Shapes are used to describe variable behaviors. Most people are familiar with the

behaviors that are described by shapes. By providing users attributes to describe

and rank shapes particular behaviors can be more easily identified and knowledge

discovery becomes a more intuitive process.
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